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Dear Attorney,

Re"few oftbe Crimi"ZIProced',, reAme"/me"t 011'^"^zto, >! Pre-
Tri@/ 04'e"ce Disc/OS, ,re) Act 2013 ('tbe Review '?

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the workshops arising
from the Statutory Review of the C?z'in1,341 Proced',, re Amendme?zt
ora, z^too, Pre-7724/ D^12.72ce DJic/oJay<) Act 2013 (the legislation)
We have been asked to comment on certain matters arising from the
Discussion Paper concerning the Review in duding a proposal to
expand defence disclosure requirements and the penalties that attach
to non-compliance

The New South Wales Bar Association (the Association) refers to our

earlier correspondence containing our position in respect of the
statutory review of the Act and its operation (dated 18 January and 22
June 2016) addressed to Mr Cappie-Wood, Secretary, Department of
Justice, and Mr Brendan Thomas, Office of the Deputy Secretary
Justice Strategy and Policy, respectively

The proposal contained within the Discussion Paper is the expansion
of the mandatory pre-trial disdosure by the Defence, as currently
provided by the C#z'inzh4/ Proce/aye Act 1986, to the following seven
areas of evidence

(i)
(ii)

A copy of any defence expert reports;
Notice as to whether the defence disputes the
continuity of custody of any proposed exhibit
disclosed by the prosecutor;
Notice as to whether the defence disputes the form of
the indictment;



(iv)

(v)

Notice as to whether the defence proposes editing to audio and video evidence
disclosed by the prosecutor;
Notice as to whether the defence disputes any prosecution translations of
transcripts or other documents from foreign languages into English;
Notice as to whether prosecution surveillance must be corroborated by
witnesses; and

Notice as to whether the authenticity or accuracy of any prosecution
documentary evidence or other exhibit is disputed

(vi)

(vii)

The Department has further requested written comments on the proposals set out at (i)-(vii)
above; examples of concerns about disclosure of defence expert reports (per item (1) above);
the number of IPre-trial disclosurel applications to the Court under the existing discretionary
pre-trial disclosure provisions; the results of applications to the court under the existing
discretionary pre-trial disdosure provisions; and any evidence (statistical or anecdotal if
unavailable) as to adjournments or other issues resulting from late disclosure of matters
relating to the items (i)-(vii)

Whilst the Association supports reforms that improve the efficiency of the process of bringing
a matter to trial, the Association's concern is that the current disclosure provisions, and the
proposed extension of those provisions, do not address the underlying systemic issues such as
late service of evidence and the appointment of prosecution and defence counsel close to trial
Late disdosure of matters pertinent to the defence case are a corollaiy of these systemic issues
Some of these systemic issues, we hope, will be addressed in the reforms incorporated in the
124$tice Legir/4t!'o72 Amend'merit (Committd/, d"/ Gt, 31;y Pled$) Bz1/ 2017 (see the Assodation's
letter dated 6 June 2017 incorporating suggested amendments to this proposed legislation to
address these issues)

The Association submits that the current provisions are sufficient to allow for defence
disclosure where required, and that any expansion of these obligations is premature in light of
the current early (appropriate) guilty pleas reforms. The Assodation encourages the
Government to take a 'wait and see' approach, to consider and evaluate the effect of the early
guilty plea reforms together with the funding of Crowns and defence counsel at the early stages
of the criminal process

^y, tomi, in",,.' (1) Di, ,fo, "", of coil, ",, mud' (2) tb, timing of tb, in""/", mart of Crow"
Prosec"toys

Despite the best intentions of the legislation, inaridating defence disclosure on 21$ own, and
imposing penalties for non-compliance with such requirements, is unlikely to result in the
desired outcomes guiding these reforms, namely increased efficiency (and reduced cost) of
criminal trials in this State. Before the current legislative requirements as to defence disclosure
are further expanded, consideration ought be given to the reasons why the pre-trial disclosure
reforms to date have only been of modest success

As has been articulated in previous correspondence on this matter, the fundamental difficulty
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concerning pre-trial defence disdosure (mandated or discretionary) is that in many criminal
trial cases, the defence are not in a position in the months (or even weeks) leading up to trial,
to respond to the Crown case or to disclose any aspect of their own case. The reasons for that
are multifactorial and involve an appreciation as to the way the various agencies interact in
the three-stage process leading up to trial, namely

. Stage I: the police and/or investigating agencies gather the relevant evidence and
provide the evidence to the prosecuting authority;

. Stage 2: the prosecuting authorities consider the totality of the evidence and the
Crown Prosecutor determines what evidence will be called, and in what manner, in

order to make out the crown case; and

. Stage 3: for the defence in determining the issues arising from the Crown case (and its
presentation) in accordance with their instructions and the application of legal
principle

The staged process is fundamental to the principle that it is for the prosecution to present its
case and for the defence to respond to it. The defence are not in a position to comply with
any obligations they have under the third stage, unless the prosecution has met its obligations
in the second stage, and the investigating agencies, their obligations in the first stage

The systemic practice of late service of evidence upon the defence means the full Crown case
is frequently unknown until close to trial. The late allocation of a Crown Prosecutor
necessarily means that in many cases the defence are not in a position to respond to an
identified Crown case. Without the input of the Crown Prosecutor responsible for adducing
the evidence at trial, and for making the forensic decisions about how a trial is to be run, pre-
trial prosecution disdosure to date is often meaningless, and unfortunately, seen as such

. 4/2<^.. The pro^C"tion 001^tiior if carre"ily re4, ,lye/ 3,721er $ 141-/42 of the

the prorC"non 1141, ore$ to dad"ce at the triad In pro^Ce chiJ co" ref"/t in Jimp!y a redtdtio" of
cheloncefzcir and' d list @141/ the runnerJe$ COMtzi"e/in the Crow" brief'of evile"ce, e"Mend"g
it o. 16re"$ic Jarz^init in4/11"g us to how fitfzcz, the trz'41 will be r"?z

.$),, remit i, ,,,, (3).' fore inn"/", mart @11<I;^",, ,"", ts, I

In circumstances where the above steps have taken place an accused may be in a position to
identify the areas of dispute including how evidence might be properly and effidently
presented. However the ability of the defence to disclose matters relies itself upon a number
of events having taken place, namely

(1) Defence counsel have been appointed (in that there is a grant of aid in those

matters where an accused is eligible for aid, allowing for advice and representation

by counsel at the time defence pre-trial disclosure is sought);

Criminal Proced"72,4ct I 86 to noune, intrr din, a flareme"! of/frc!$ grid 4/1 material which
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. ^:!222^: An orc"$alleyro" may "0! hane $4#;cie"tf, "dr to retain cowme/ by the
time the matier I$ committed fry trial. Hit 4p?/ladtion fry legal did can Joinerliner
in^!e mite where amylo"$ fad"clad thrume"t$ need to be pro"21ed' to "el;Ify Jhe
accused 3.1}Mantra/poJinon and uscert4in iheir eligibility fry did;

. Z::;z^: D<f;."ce cownJellyeato"fly 4?pointe/ may become ""4,411d6/e by unt"e
of being bell up in another trim!,. 114e to 4n ethical Itwe, . or ochar reino" reruni"g in
late charrg, of cown$e4

' I:^^: Dejance cow"Je/ may be reinine/ 6"t wita"nth6/e to confider the ing/ at
are early $14ae 434e to other triad commitme"tJ

(2) Defence counsel have access to their client in order to obtain instructions

(including counsel having access to the accused, their client having access to the

brief of evidence, and the counsel being able to properly communicate with their

client in duding for reasons arising from any mental health or intellectual capacity
of the accused)

' I:;;422^!' Ibe ac"4Jed if ill c, ,fro4j and moue/ 68ttueen regional gaol, 7,241!ing in
the "ece5JiO, to 4ppb, fry an fitmate to be tram{I?ryed to a "retrqpo/jin" gaolj?, r the
part!, Ofe$ of inerti"gin a" 4?17@printe rent"g COM1"clue to obtaining fit$tr"trio"$,

' ^;4/2^g: d" acc"feller$0" may be Jz{ff'eringj$'o7" a Ie"e/qpme"ta/ or Intel/ECt, ,41
if$3, e or me"id/ initeJJ tbdt In4/1e comma, MICdtio" diff!car/t dn/ MeceJJitati"g
usfarmentprior to inking jinir"trio"J an/ co"$24er4tio" off mer$,

. 1:1^^!^^.. d" dcc"fadperJon may be Ji!faringfom a Ie"e/opme"tat or intellect"41

if$,, e or me"!41 inite$. r reeceJJita!ing indriy corel?re"ceJ refz, /ting i" d longer than
d"ticj?atedperiodi" which to obtain infir"trio"$

(3) The defence counsel have time to retain and consider evidence that may be

obtained from third parties (such as witnesses and experts) as to matters raised by

the Crown evidence, or arising from defence evidence or instructions

' I:;:!222^: the Crown 2,118"ce i"clad2J @pi"io" e"Mence. I;. o7" a coin?"try expar!
buse/ on meta I'M review/./}om afire"fir ginage @14 coinp"try. The e"ize"ce I$

z'"/ecj?hem6/e to the forthier 4724 an exper! if 724,417ed' to driermine the med"ing of
the Crow" evile"re

. Z:;:^: The Crow" e, ;?ert e"Mence propi/eJ e"Mence Of 17 example DNA
e"Ilence fit/icon"g COM1dc! with the accrue4) contrary to 4<n^"ce justn, adorn (!hat

there tom ito cantoc4). The evilence if cn, cm/ a"/ re4"ireJ co"filerat20n at to the
orc"740, of the tern"gproced'"re, or the mad"I"g of the re$"/t$
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To date the late involvement of def^rice counsel until close to trial, is explained in large part,
by the lack of available legal aid funds for the early preparation of matters for trial

Sa"ctio"s. ' At, oili"g 24,414i?"ess a"d' misc@77i"ges of justice by ?e"glisi"g tbe 1<1'e"cej?, r "0"
disclos, ,re

The recognition by the judiciary of these complexities and realities, in part explains why
sanctions are seldom imposed upon defence who do not comply strictly, or at all, with
requirements for disclosure as are currently prescribed (per s 146 of the Criminal Proced'ore
Act 1986). ' Criminal cases are infiniteIy variable in nature and scope: despite the best
intentions, evidence relevant to either party's case can become available late necessitating a
late change to the Crown and/or the defence case. For this reason the Association opposes
any proposal that inflexible rules be adopted providing for the prohibition of the admission
of such evidence, in respect of either case, Iest it result in injustice. The retention of judicial
discretion to allow for the admission of evidence served late, or to grant an adjournment of
proceedings to allow fairness to both parties is necessary in the process of balancing the
interests of efficiency and fairness to the accused, whilst also giving due regard to protecting
the integrity of the trial from appellate review

The Association notes the current Practice Notes in operation in the District and Supreme
Courts allow for matters to be brought back before the Court where there have been failures
to comply with directions made to ensure trial readiness on the application of the Court, or
either party. 2

Allowi"g/6711exi6i/i^! i" tbeprocess of case main"geme"t. ' 0"e size Joes "otj?t 4/1

The Association supports the practice whereby the accused or the ODPP (or other prosecuting
authority) may apply for a suitable order for disdosure in those matters where disclosure is
required generally or specifically in circumstances where a Crown prosecutor and defence
counsel have been allocated to appear in the trial proceedings. In those matters, useful orders
can be made which will result in a more efficiently run and streamlined trial. It ought be
recognised that some matters are more appropriate for case management and disdosure orders
than others' General lists can be clogged with the listing of matters that are reasonably
straightforward where such orders are not required whereas others are appropriate for closely
monitored compliance, aimed to ensure the matter is ready for trial on the date listed. The
following are examples of cases that might be targeted for partidpation in the case
management system

I:::^!^ Where the if. $34eJ in If!?"te i""o13^e expert guilence to be called' 6</2/18 their, ?y 6,447'ect
to Ihe tower 1<12/1e/ to below concer"ing dinorz, re of expelz 74, on, ,

!:;::z^a: Where the Crow" 21,148ncei"c/"/eJ a 9, "amity of$"ryei//amceIanice material re4"lying
inday wit"eJref and agree, "rut us to ifJ"eJ in litp"re may radare the it"in ber of"line$ref or Jim?/;Ify

I The Discussion Paper reports there are no reported cases of sanctions being applied in NSW or
Victoria

2 District Court Practice Note 12 and Supreme Court PN SCCL2
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the way the e"Mence if to be 4/1"ced;

Z:;::z^: \Vbere the Crown euid'e"ce in Jobe$ lengthy If$re"ing device or rel</, bo"e intrrc</,!
materiz/ and 4greeme"t ar to tbe ifJz, e$ in If!?"te ,"igbt relz, ce tbe Mr, i"bel ofcd//r to 68 called!; or
the langib of the catb,

!::;, a^:j!: tvbere the Crown intend$ to dad"ce tmnrcrjpt$ of calb or late"I"g Ie"ice ,"airyia/ a"I
the Meritjj?catio" of day darerte/ friarc"ruder in the tram$clipiio" for ironr/an'0") @1the tramrcrjpis
will runti in rhepr</, amiion @1the jin"for;!,!$/by Ina4

^;Z^: Cafes in"obing madi^/e co-atc, 4re/

!:;:!2:2^!:;: \V'bere the cine in 001"e$ Ihe coning of anime$Jar. /;o7" onerfeat or i"!errrdie whereby
arte"fluef, ",{I' will be loft Ithe ,"attel chef not commence on the 4"dripata/ trial late

The Association does not believe that these categories need to be specifically prescribed by
expanding the current categories of evidence required to be disdosed (per s 143 of the
Grimzh4/ Proce, {aye Act 1986), as the legislation already incorporates general powers for the
presiding judge to give appropriate directions in respect to the "future conduct of a trial" and
the "effident management and conduct of the trial" (see Ss 136, 143(2) and 149E of the
Grimzh4/ Proced'14/8 Act 1986)

Re^/, o7"e to t's"es 74ise, { by tbe DC?!, grime"t

In response to the specific areas identified by the Department, the Association responds as
follows

Res onse to items i - vii

Until the systemic issues are addressed as set out above, the Association submits that the
legislation ought riot be expanded to require additional mandatory requirements for defence
disclosure on these issues other than what is already provided by s 143 of the Crz'mind/
Pro^C!'"re Act 1986 specifically, and by s 149E generally. Even if the systemic issues are
addressed, a "one size fits all" requirement for disclosure is not appropriate for all cases. Rather,
the desirable process is that certain matters be streamlined into a case management process
allowing for the Crown to make an application for defence disclosure in those cases where
particular circumstances arise (such as the complexity and volume of the material, or expense
of overseas witnesses). This will allow for judicial oversight, and a practice where orders are
sought and obtained specific to the needs of the particular case going to trial

Item I. MR?2/4/0111 re4z, lyeme"t to In$CIO$8 1,127zce expert 7<ports

The Association opposes any order that there be a mandatory requirement that defence
disdose "any expert reports". Expert reports may be obtained by the defence for a number of
reasons, without determining that the evidence will be positively called in the defence case
By way of examples

enerall

. The 4<12"ce might o6tai" dn expeli 7<1, ortfrr the 1347?o5e$ 41c/474fying Crown
evilenca dbr exm"?/e o6t4i"ing d $econ/ q/, into" on the expert q?fition gi"a", or
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clarifying dyed$1^r cmJr-ex4mi"atto"),

' Tbe 142. "ce might o6tdin 472 ex:?eri 41, into it on the pontbi/i^^ of am anat/able
4<12. "ce, or apartic"/or concer"zhg an e/eme"t ofd" of?"re

' The 4412"ce might obtain a 1<?ort. /;'om an expert who $"ployt$, or goal, 7ther,
rb4" the expeli/by the Crow". 3

Where however, expert evidence is positively known to be relied upon in the defence case, the
defence ought be required to produce it at the time that dedsion is made. The Association
does not see the need to make any amendment to the current legislative provisions in this
regard and submits that s 143(2)(a) of the Grimz'"41 Proce, {"78 Act 1986; covers this issue
adequately

ItemJ (17)-("z',

The Association believes that these categories need not be specifically prescribed as a
mandatory category, but may be the focus of specific orders where relevant to the particular
case (as is currently provided by s 143(2), or s 149E of the C#rinz'"41Proced'"rerlct1986;)

Tbe ex;?err'errc8 41 meinnerJ 41 tbe Crz'inz'"41 Law Committee 41 the 14J$0cz'4tz'o12 of Incl05,478
pro"ifzo"$

The experience of members of the Criminal Law Committee of the Association is that
prosecution and defence disdosure requirements (as prescribed) are often not complied with,
or only partially so. On occasions where specific disdosure requirements are called for, the
Court has partidpated in the making of directions where spedfically sought. These directions
are generally more focused (than the pro-forma defence response provided by s 143 of the
Grimz'?241 Proced'we, ICt 1986) and are more likely to be complied with

The experience of members of the Criminal Law Committee of the Assodation (on the basis
of anecdotal rather than statistical experience) is that adjournments of trials often result
following late disdosure of evidence by prosecution and/or defence to the other party

Proposed' 7'407ms are premat"re

The fundamental issues concerning the disclosure of evidence and the involvement of seniority
of counsel for both parties early in the criminal proceedings have been previously identified,
and are central to the Early Appropriate Guilty Pleas and Case Conferencing reforms. The
Association has commented upon those reforms in correspondence dated 61une 2017 to your
Office, in duding recommendations aimed to improve the early disdosure of prosecution
evidence. The early disclosure of evidence as articulated in our correspondence, together with
the early involvement of counsel, will greatly improve the systemic issues resulting in many of
the delays and inefficiencies of the current system. In this respect the Association believes that

3 An example of this is where the defence obtains a second opinion on an opinion given by a Crown
expert. Where the second opinion supports the opinion of the Crown expert, the defence no doubt
will determine not to challenge the finding of the expert by not calling an expert in response
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any further amendments to the current legislation is at this point premature, and undesirable
It is hoped that the current reforms can be given adequate time to settle in and specific
improvements made to streamlining the current disdosure requirements, and ensuring
compliance therewith, before consideration is given to expanding them

Should you or a member of your office require any further information please contact Greg
ToIhurst, the Executive Director of the Association on 9232 4055 or by email at

toIhurst nswbar. asn. au

Yours sincerely

.
,

Arthur Moses SC

President

CC by Email: Mr Ron Levy, Senior Policy Officer, Department of Justice
ron. Ie us tice. nsw. ov. au


